Burtchael praises Barkett letter

by Bill McGinn

On February 15, 1972 Student Body President John Barkett distributed a paper entitled “Women at Notre Dame” to the various officers at the University. This report offered suggestions and queried concerning the orientation of women to Notre Dame, as well as that of Notre Dame to women. Barkett’s report covered such topics as the addition of more women professors and counselors, an escort service, parietal hours, a Dean of Women, and the renovation of the two residence halls. This report was favorably received by the Administration. Rev. James T. Burtchael praised the report for its many good suggestions. Some of his suggestions had already been, or will be acted upon.

The Provost announced that a special Committee for Co-Education is being formed to help solve any problems involved in the arrival of women on campus next fall. The administration is actively trying to acquire more female professors and counselors. Their efforts are somewhat restricted though because of the limited number of qualified women in higher education. In accordance with Barkett’s suggestion, renovation of Walsh and Baslin is being carefully planned. Rev. Burtchael declared that the services of an architect specializing in women residence halls are being sought.

There were, however, disagreements over several of the Student Body President’s suggestions. The report’s suggestion for a gynecologist to ensure female health care female health care was rejected by the Administration for financial reasons. Burtchael stated that “the University does not have the money for specialists.” He emphasized that there are two gynecologists at the Infirmary who can refer any student patient to a specialist in South Bend.

The 24 hour escort patrol service offered as a suggestion by Barkett was rejected as unrealistic. The Provost declared, “there is no evidence that it’s unsafe on campus.” He also cited the recent installation of lights on campus as a precaution taken for the prevention of any dangers.

Burtchael was not in agreement with Barkett’s proposal for a Co-Education Office to be headed by a woman. The Provost declared, “I am opposed to the establishment of a Dean of Women. I don’t like the creation of a separate world for a sub-group, ethnic or otherwise. If there are women in the Administration, they will be there for the purpose of integration and not segregation. He was not against having a woman as a Dean of Students, but he did object to having a special Dean for the co-eds.

The important question concerning the addition of women to the student body next year remains undecided. Parietal hours for the new residents of Walsh and Baslin won’t be decided until the girls arrive on campus next Fall. Burtchael noted the national trend for girls residences to have restricted hours. “They may not want any hours imposed upon them,” he advised. The Provost added that the two female residence halls (as well as any other residence hall) may restrict their parietal hours. They just can’t expand them.

Burtchael: “Women at Notre Dame”

Burtchael: opposes establishment of Dean of Women

N. Vietnam rejects plan


Hanoi, March 5— North Vietnam and Cambodian Prince Norodom Sihanouk’s government of National Union today categorically rejected the U.S. eight-point peace plan and denounced “The American maneuver to dress up the eight-point peace plan and denounced the so-called eight-point peace plan as a mask of false independence and neutrality.”

The denunciation was contained in a 13-page joint communiqué released here by the two governments as Sihanouk, the ousted Cambodian Premier now residing in China, returned to Peking, where his government of national union is partly based.

The communiqué emphasized the solidarity of the Cambodian, Laotian and Vietnamese people in their efforts to end “all the American adventures in Indochina.”

It condemned the “savage air attacks that the United States has launched against large populated regions in North Vietnam, seriously violating the sovereignty and security of the democratic of North Vietnam.”

The two governments, warned the “reactionary administration of Thailand” that it would have to “fully take the serious consequences” of putting itself in the “service of U.S. imperialism.”

The communiqué also said that the United States had still not given a positive response to the two key points in the seven-point peace plan put to the Paris peace talks by the provisional revolutionary government last year.

Washington must “put an end to aggression and terrorism”, immediately abolish the apparatus of coercion and oppression, put an end to the so-called policy of pacification, close the concentration camps and guarantee democratic liberty to open the way to a government of national harmony and free and democratic elections,” the communiqué stressed.

It called for the “immediate and unconditional withdrawal!” from Bangkok and Saigon of United States and “satellite” advisers and military personnel.

Icers make league playoffs

split series with Spartans
McGovern finances questioned

(c) 1972 New York Times News Service

Durham, N.C. -- March 5 -- The most heralded "Debate of the Issues" by the five Democratic candidates in the presidential primary here was held tonight, but the major confrontation occurred after the debate.

In a joint appearance for an hour and a half on national television, the five Democrats were unable to clarify or sharpen the issues that have developed after months of campaigning.

However, while they were leaving the television studios, representatives of Sen. McGovern denounced the H.S. Muskie campaign, in a reference to McGovern's disclosure of financial contributions that was filed last week.

"I know of a lot of people who have contributed to his (McGovern's) campaign who are not in that report," said John F. English, coordinator of the Muskie campaign, in a reference to McGovern's disclosure of financial contributions that was filed last week.

Though English refused to name names, he said he knew of several contributors of $1000 or more who were not on the list and complained further that the list did not include contributions made prior to January, 1971 when McGovern formally declared his candidacy.

McGovern denounced the accusation as a "farcical" but said he was not surprised that Muskie upset the issue of financial contributions. Adds Muskie, "I disproved McGovern's claims to complete disclosure of his contributions."

Lecture

Dr. John Snell of the University of North Carolina, a specialist in history of Germanic since 1870, will discuss the science and politics of the nation before World War II. Our program, "Illusion and Necessity: The Diplomacy of Illusion," is the second in a series of history lectures and is sponsored by a University of Pennsylvania staff who specialize in any short run order you may have. 8% x 11 and 8% x 14 paper is used in copies unlimited. This paper is especially made for the 3600 III. While going through the paper, a number is fixed into the paper to prevent smearing, fading and cracking. Half tones and solids are remarkable in quality. Call 233-9471 or come up to suite 402 Whitemore Bell. Ask about the special offers we offer.

Office hours: Mon-Thur Fri 9-5, Sat 10-4. Emergencies after hours call 522-9834.

Copies Unlimited

Quality and fast service is the main facet of copies unlimited. The Xerox 3600 III copier used in copies unlimited is the fastest and best reproducing machine made. We specialize in short run order you may have. 8% x 11 and 8% x 14 paper is used in copies unlimited. This paper is especially made for the 3600 III. While going through the paper, a number is fixed into the paper to prevent smearing, fading and cracking. Half tones and solids are remarkable in quality. Call 233-9471 or come up to suite 402 Whitmore Bell. Ask about the special offers we offer.

Office hours: Mon-Thur Fri 9-5, Sat 10-4. Emergencies after hours call 522-9834.

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts, here's how little you shell out to get around:

$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass. All you need is the bread and something to show you're a bona fide student between 14 and 25.

Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those 13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made.

Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the European trains have some other advantages for you. They take you from city center to city center, so you don't have to hassle airports. And the stations are helpful homes away from home, with Pictograms that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms, bookstores and other helpful facilities.

Now, here's the catch. You can't get your Student-Railpass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in Europe—you have to get them before you leave the country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

Next

MONTESSORI

Teacher Training Program

June 30 -- August 11, 1973 in Chicago on 16th St. Campus, 32nd Street of Montessori Teachers.

Phone: T. Trail W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60622
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world briefs

(C) 1972 New York Times News Service

The United States will pay more than $20 million in withheld dues to the International Labor Organization before June. Trade union sources said in Geneva. The sources said that George Meany, the American Labor Leader, had been given that assurance by Rep. John J. Rooney, D-N. Y., chairman of the subcommittee that blocked the funds two years ago after a Soviet citizen was named the I.L.O.'s assistant director general.

The Senate Judiciary Committee will advance Monday to its next scheduled hearing into the Justice Department's decision to drop three antitrust suits against the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. It is expected to hear testimony from the doctor of Mrs. Dita D. Heard, the hospitalized I.T.T. lobbyist who allegedly wrote a memorandum linking the dropping of the suits to a pledge by I.T.T. to help finance the Republican Convention.

Enrollment in the nation's private schools had dropped 23 per cent since 1965, the Census Bureau reported. Enrollment in Roman Catholic schools, the bulk of the private schools, dropped 30 per cent during the same period. About 10 per cent of school-age children now go to private schools, the Bureau found, while in 1965, the peak year, the figure was 14 per cent.

on campus today

4:00--lecture, dr. william arrowsmith, the nature in medieval thought; a glance at gilgamesh, library auditorium.
4:30--lecture, prof. franklin ling, proton transfer from cyanocarbon acid, 123 niuweiland.
8:00--lecture, prof. lou silberman, gumran lecture series, library auditorium.
8:00--recital, student chamber music recital, o'laughlin auditorium.

Chinese student association rehearsing for the International Festival to be held at O'Laughlin Auditorium on March 18. Included in the photo are julia bez, Chairman of the Organizing Committee and James O'Sullivan, the Director of Publicity and Master of Ceremonies.

The Day You Buy A Diamond

Call Us.

Diamon IMPORT COMPANY

O
diana Bell

Hello,
Moscow weather bureau?

What are the chances for snow next week?

When you need information fast the quickest way to call long distance is to dial direct. Costs less, too. For example, a person-to-person call to Waterloo, Iowa, costs about $2.00 after 5:00 p.m. The same call dialed direct costs less than 90 cents. Next time, dial direct and save.

WANT TO TRY A TRULY UNIQUE "ACADEMIC" AND HUMANITARIAN EXPERIENCE?

The ND Knights of Columbus will be collecting for the MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY assn. throughout the coming week, and particularly on Saturday, March 11. Help us to help someone else, to fight this crippling disease.

JOIN THE FIGHT AGAINST MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

For more information about how you can help, contact Don White (3374) or call the Knight of Columbus at 7018.

GIVE A DAMN!

You'll be glad you did.

There'll be a party for all the workers! and a substantial gift certificate for the male & female collecting the most money.
Russia strengthens Bangladesh friendship

(c) 1972 New York Times

Moscow March 5—The Soviet Union appears to have consolidated its early foothold of influence in the new state of Bangladesh as a result of the visit of its Prime Minister, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, which ended today.

Sheik Mujib, in turn, is coming away from his four-day tour of the Soviet Union with pledges of Russian Economic aid both for immediate emergency needs and for longer-range development projects.

These were among the key results emerging from a joint declaration signed here by the Bengali leader and by Premier Aleksei N. Kosygin and made public today.

The statement also lays the basis for regular political consultations between the two countries and provides for a broad program of exchanges and contacts at all levels.

The political element of Mujib’s visit was underscored by the presence during some of his discussions of Boris N. Ponomarev, a national secretary of the Soviet Communist Party who is concerned with relations with political groups outside the Communist-ruled countries.

Ponomarev’s presence was interpreted as an attempt to sound out Mujib on possible political ties between the Soviet party and the Awami League, Bangladesh’s ruling party with some socialist principles.

The Soviet-Bangladesh declaration was made public as Mujib spend the day in the central Asian city of Tashkent before returning to his capital of Dacca.

The new emergency aid accord, designed to help Bangladesh rebuild its war- torn economy, provides for the supply of helicopters to restore communications within the new country and for assistance in the rebuilding of fisheries, a major source of food, and of shipping and railroads.

The Soviet Union also declared its readiness to help train skilled personnel for all technical and economic needs of the new state.

The longer-term development accord is understood to represent aid originally pledged to Pakistan for its east wing, but blocked when the December war broke out.

It provides for assistance in the construction of a steam power station, radio stations and an electrical engineering plant as well as in oil and gas exploration.

Night Editor: Jim Roe
Assistant Editor: Carol Weiss
Day Editor: Tom Bohnholst
Copyeditors: Alan Conway, Bart Norcross, Mark Niederkorn, Gena Smith.

IMPORTANT NEWS MEETING TUESDAY NIGHT 7:00 IN THE RATHSKELLER

ALL OBSERVER NEWS DEPARTMENT MEMBERS SHOULD ATTEND

ANY PEOPLE INTERESTED IN REPORTING ARE INVITED

This Is Henry Mancini

\[footnote{The new emergency aid accord, designed to help Bangladesh rebuild its war-torn economy, provides for the supply of helicopters to restore communications within the new country and for assistance in the rebuilding of fisheries, a major source of food, and of shipping and railroads. The Soviet Union also declared its readiness to help train skilled personnel for all technical and economic needs of the new state. The longer-term development accord is understood to represent aid originally pledged to Pakistan for its east wing, but blocked when the December war broke out. It provides for assistance in the construction of a steam power station, radio stations and an electrical engineering plant as well as in oil and gas exploration.}
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Notre Dame Bookstore
Dear Editor:

I believe that hasty oversights by admissions officers resulted in the word to accept an injustice done to her and her fellow students. Is one a "radical" when she refuses to accept an injustice done to her and her fellow students? Is one a "radical" when she reacts with anger, indignation, and disillusionment to the great divorce for which students are forced to pay almsy? Is one a "radical" when she seeks to change the parochialism of a small women's college?

If one were to consult Webster for the etymology of the word "radical" he would find that it is derived from the word "root." Jesus was a radical. He was radically human--radically "radical." Derived from the word Jesus was a radical. He was radically human--radically "radical." "Radical" lie cannot justify injustice and a dehumanized multiverse.

"Christian" is synonymous. To us, a community which seeks to grow, then must be sought for admission. If We should find that it is unfortunate, too, when she seeks to...
ND cagers lose 20th at Dayton

by Eric Kinskof

Dayton—The Notre Dame basketball team closed out its 1971-72 season in the same way they started it—-loss, as the Dayton Flyers thumped the Irish 86-74, in the Dayton Arena Saturday night.

The Flyers, led by soph flash, Dan Smith, took control of the game late in the first half, and junior college transfer J.D. Grigsby made sure the Irish were down to stay in the second stanza.

In the game that marked the end of college basketball careers for John Egart, “Walk-on” Tommy McGraw, and young, long, crutch case Doug Gemmell, the Irish didn’t have a chance to get back into the contest once they let the Flyers gain the upper hand.

With the score tied at 17-all with 10:36 left in the first half, Smith woke up the Flyer fans with a dazzling long-range shooting display, canning three bombs in a row to put the Flyers ahead for good, 22-17.

Grigsby added a lay-up, and at 6:48, Mike Sylvester sank a short jumper to put the Flyers ahead 27-18, after outscoring the Irish 18-1 in the span of two minutes and forty-eight seconds.

Don Silinski ended the Notre Dame scoring drought with a tip-in at 7:09, and Gary Novak followed with a short jumper to cut the Flyer lead to five, 27-22.

Tom O’Mara then converted on a one-and-one situation with six seconds left in the half, and the Irish trailed by only three.

But that was the closest Notre Dame got for the rest of the evening.

With 4:32 left in the half, and trailing by only four, 22-28, the Irish went cold, and failed to score for the remainder of the half.

And while “Digger’s” club was trying to thaw its frostbitten fans, Dayton’s ssmith had his burners going full blast, adding seven points to the Dayton total as the Flyers scored nine unanswered points for a 41-32 halftime lead.

Smith took a back seat for the second half though Grigsby, who had only a 6-6 average going into the game, and just four points in the first half, scored seventeen in the second stanza and kept the game out of Notre Dame’s reach.

In the space of three minutes and forty-five seconds, the 6-4 junior forward accounted for 11 of the 12 Dayton points scored during that stretch and at 12:32, the Flyer’s had a twenty point lead, 58-38.

From that point on, it was just a matter of the Irish trying to make the score respectable.

With one last gasp, the Irish pulled within fourteen, as the Townsend brothers collaborated for three buckets and Tommy “O” added a lay-up to make it 71-57 with 7:19 left in the game.

The Dayton lead stayed around that margin until coaches Denaher and Phelps emptied their benches around the three minute mark, and the Irish pulled to within twelve, the final margin of the Flyer victory.

All year the Irish have been plagued by cold shooting performances at one point or another during their games. Lacking a sharpshooting gunner, a’la Austin Carr, there has been no one to pick up the slack when everyone else loses the range.

This was more than evident Saturday night, when the Irish connected on only 28 percent of their attempts from the field in the first half, fell too far behind, and were never able to catch up with the Flyers.

Tom O’Mara took game scoring honors with a total of 23 points, on 8 of 21 from the field, and 3 of 7 from the line.

The skinny soph edged out Smith of the Flyers for that honor by one point. Smith, hitting on 8 of 11 shots in the first half, ran into a cold spell in the second half, canning only 2 of 9 for a total of 22 points.

But it was Grigsby who really deserved the kudos. Not only did he score 21 points, but he also hauled down 21 rebounds.

The rest of the Irish scoring came from “Goose” Novak, who totaled 16 points, Willie and Mike Townsend, six points apiece, and John Egart. Don Silinski and Ken Wolbeck, four each.

Chris Stevens scored three, and McGraw, Hansen, Schneider, and Hanga each recorded a bucket.

The Flyers had four players in double figures. Besides Smith’s 22, and Grigsby’s 21, Mike Sylvester scored 14 points, and Pat Murman added 11.

The victory evened the Flyer’s season mark at 13-13, while the loss dropped Notre Dame’s final 71-72 record to 6-20.
Irish to meet Denver in playoffs
Swimmers take 4th
Fencers win four; up record to 18-2
Irish place fifth in IC4A's

by Jim Donaldson

During a season filled with bad breaks and misfortune, it sometimes seems almost unlikely that the Notre Dame swimming and diving team will have a chance to compete at the NCAA Invitational meet in Detroit.

The Irish tankers chalked up six straight wins this season and four of their top teams in dual meets have good swims, which brings some optimism for their weekend with a fourth-place finish or better at the NCAA meet.

Four of the six teams are new Irish records. by backhanding a shot through the net, Notre Dame took first in the game. The Irish weren't to be denied.

The Irish knew they had to win Saturday's game and, after a first period upheval, opened a commanding lead and never looked back. The victory sent them into their third straight NCAA meet in the nation's capital.

The reluctance in approving freshman eligibility stemmed from concerns of the academic adjustment required of them, but for Notre Dame coach Lefty Smith, it didn't take long for the Irish to get the Irish past 3-2 before the Irish still had no scored. The Irish moved the puck in and out of the net before Bumbacco flipped it past the goalie, at 17:29 of the third period.

The Irish fans were the last to cheer, though. Norman Barnes interceded an Irish pass in the last few minutes into the overtime and fed Thompson, who skated in alone on Kronholm, faked him to the lower left corner, and slid the puck into the MSU blue line.

Notre Dame coach Lefty Smith had publicized Kronholm with 7-0 lead on 6-0 lead to the lower left corner. Noble won the draw, getting the puck to Williams, who scored five goals over the weekend as the Irish split their two-game series with State and clinched a berth in the WCHA playoffs. (Photo by Joe Raymond)

The Scripture fans were the last to cheer, though. Norman Barnes intercepted an Irish pass in the last few minutes into the overtime and fed Thompson, who skated in alone on Kronholm, faked him to the lower left corner, and slid the puck into the MSU blue line.

The Scripture fans were the last to cheer, though. Norman Barnes intercepted an Irish pass in the last few minutes into the overtime and fed Thompson, who skated in alone on Kronholm, faked him to the lower left corner, and slid the puck into the MSU blue line.

The reluctance in approving freshman eligibility stemmed from concerns of the academic adjustment required of them, but for Notre Dame coach Lefty Smith, it didn't take long for the Irish to get the Irish past 3-2 before the Irish still had no scored. The Irish moved the puck in and out of the net before Bumbacco flipped it past the goalie, at 17:29 of the third period.

The Irish knew they had to win Saturday's game and, after a first period upheval, opened a commanding lead and never looked back. The victory sent them into their third straight NCAA meet in the nation's capital.

The reluctance in approving freshman eligibility stemmed from concerns of the academic adjustment required of them, but for Notre Dame coach Lefty Smith, it didn't take long for the Irish to get the Irish past 3-2 before the Irish still had no scored. The Irish moved the puck in and out of the net before Bumbacco flipped it past the goalie, at 17:29 of the third period.

The Irish knew they had to win Saturday's game and, after a first period upheval, opened a commanding lead and never looked back. The victory sent them into their third straight NCAA meet in the nation's capital.

The reluctance in approving freshman eligibility stemmed from concerns of the academic adjustment required of them, but for Notre Dame coach Lefty Smith, it didn't take long for the Irish to get the Irish past 3-2 before the Irish still had no scored. The Irish moved the puck in and out of the net before Bumbacco flipped it past the goalie, at 17:29 of the third period.
Long to deliver lecture series

Strategies to minimize the risk of nuclear war and bend technology to the service of broad national goals will be examined in a series of Peter C. Reilly Lectures this week (March 6-10) at the University of Notre Dame. Dr. Franklin A. Long, director of the Program on Science, Technology and Society and professor of chemistry at Cornell University, will deliver three lectures Monday through Friday at 4:30 pm in Room 113 of the Newseum Science Hall. A member of the U.S. President's Science Advisory Committee under presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson, Long has served as assistant director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and as a member of the Arms Control Body. He participated in the Harriman Mission to Moscow which successfully negotiated the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

His talks will be titled "Proton Transfer from Cyanocarbonyl Acid: Kinetics and Isotope Effects" (Monday), "Chemistry and Society" (Wednesday) and "Arms Control and Disarmament: An International Problem or a National One?" (Friday). The public is invited to attend.

Long is chairman of the Committee on Chemistry and Public Affairs of the American Chemical Society, and serves on the board of directors of the "Bulletin of Atomic Scientists" and as consulting editor to "American Scientist.

The Peter C. Reilly Lectures are sponsored by the College of Science and the University of Notre Dame, James P. Reilly at 4147.

Registrars sworn in

A Notre Dame student and a St. Mary's student were recently sworn in by court officials at the St. Joseph County Board of Elections. Daniel R. Zirnheld, a Deputy Registration Officer for the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community.

The students, Joseph Heneghan, a freshman from Naples, Fla., and Ms. Sheila Culligan, a junior from Glen Rock, N.J. are appointed to register any Notre Dame or St. Mary's student who lives on or off-campus as voters in the State of Indiana.

The two students who were selected from the Notre Dame Voter Registration Drive, are attempting to get all the students at ND1 registered before their commission expires on March 17, 1972.

Anyone interested in registering should contact Mr. Henderlong at 6893 or Ms. Culligan at 4147.

Frick suffer attack

Vice President in charge of public relations and development at the University of Notre Dame, James P. Frick, suffered a heart attack Saturday night and was taken to St. Joseph's Hospital. His condition, as of Sunday afternoon, was reported fair.

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOTICES

NOTICE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR DISABILITY SERVICES: All persons registered at the Student Services Center at St. John's University, will deliver three lectures Monday through Friday at 4:30 pm in Room 113 of the Newseum Science Hall. A member of the U.S. President's Science Advisory Committee under presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson, Long has served as assistant director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and as a member of the Arms Control Body. He participated in the Harriman Mission to Moscow which successfully negotiated the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.

His talks will be titled "Proton Transfer from Cyanocarbonyl Acid: Kinetics and Isotope Effects" (Monday), "Chemistry and Society" (Wednesday) and "Arms Control and Disarmament: An International Problem or a National One?" (Friday). The public is invited to attend.

Long is chairman of the Committee on Chemistry and Public Affairs of the American Chemical Society, and serves on the board of directors of the "Bulletin of Atomic Scientists" and as consulting editor to "American Scientist.

The Peter C. Reilly Lectures are sponsored by the College of Science and the University of Notre Dame, James P. Reilly at 4147.